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The SolShare technology
explained - Power Purchase 
Agreements



About Allume
Allume is an Australian company making solar 
accessible to multi-metered buildings. With 
electricity prices more than doubling in the past 
ten years, solar has become an increasingly 
compelling option to reduce power bills and 
carbon footprints. Millions of households and 
businesses now enjoy the benefits of rooftop 
solar panels.

However, due to the technical and regulatory 
obstacles of multi-dwelling buildings, 
apartment residents and many business 
owners have been left behind.

Allume has developed a unique distribution 
technology, called the SolShare, that shares 
solar electricity between units in a multi-
metered building. Delivering cheap, clean  
power to residents.

Why is it Unique?
Allume’s technology is the first of its kind globally. 
Its behind-the-meter approach allows for solar 
in multi-metered buildings without any change 
required to standard metering infrastructure. 
This minimises the capital expenditure required 
in existing buildings and reduces the regulatory 
overhead in greenfield developments.
Allume has applied for the patent rights to their 
technology across the 152 countries in the 
Patent Cooperation Treaty.

Who Can Benefit?
The SolShare can distribute solar energy to 
multi-metered buildings with a shared roof. 
This includes apartment buildings, office 
blocks, and retail centres.
This document focuses on the SolShare system 
for commercial power purchase agreements. 
Please request our Residential Explained 
document if you are interested in the SolShare 
for residential applications.

“Multi-business buildings 
with large roofs and high 
energy usage are the biggest 
untapped market for solar 
PPAs. With the SolShare,  
it’s now up for grabs.”
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Meet the SolShare. The world’s first  
behind-the-meter solar sharing technology.
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What is the 
SolShare’s role in 
this system, and 
what does it add?

The Allume SolShare allows the energy produced by a single solar system to be distributed behind-the-meter 
to separately metered units, making it unique on the current market.

1. Rooftop solar panels
Solar PV panels generate 
free DC energy from 
the sun. Panels are very 
sensitive and even produce 
energy on cloudy days.

2. Inverter
The inverter changes 
the DC energy into AC 
energy needed to power 
the businesses.

3. SolShare
The SolShare unit sends the 
energy from the inverter to 
each tenant. It constantly 
monitors everyone’s energy 
usage and distributes it in a 
way that maximises return 
on investment.

4. Existing grid meters
The SolShare connects 
to each circuit behind the 
existing smart meters, 
requiring no change to the 
existing electricity metering 
infrastructure.



Advantages of a SolShare Power Purchase Agreement
The active energy distribution of a SolShare PPA maximises the on-site solar 
consumption. This generates the greatest savings for the customers and the highest 
return on investment for the system owner – a win-win for everyone.
The SolShare system continually monitors the energy 
demand of each connected unit and directs the solar to 
where it’s needed, maximising onsite solar consumption 
and minimising export to the grid. This active distribution 
generates the greatest return on investment for the 
system owner and reduces the customers’ electricity bills 
by the greatest amount.

For the system owner, the active sharing is especially 
significant at times when a unit may not be using 
much or any electricity. For example, if one tenancy is 
vacant for a period, the SolShare will automatically stop 
sending energy to that unit and instead, distribute the 
energy to the remaining units, ensuring maximum solar 
consumption in any scenario.

PPAs using a SolShare Solar System
Billing & Monitoring
With each PPA installation, Allume offer an online  
billing and monitoring portal.

PPA Provider/System Owner Portal
The provider portal will give access to insightful data like 
total system power generation, individual customer gird 
and solar usage, and system financials, including total 
revenue generated, return on investment and customer 
payment status. On the technical side, the portal displays 
the solar system performance and will send notifications of 
underperformance, any faults that have been identified,  
and will allow you to remotely connect and disconnect  
a unit’s supply of solar, providing you total control.

Customer Portal
The customer portal provides the customers with all  
the information they need to monitor their energy usage, 
both grid and solar, and pay their solar bill. Although 
Allume provide the billing platform, this is done via a 
secure third-party payment system. Therefore, Allume 
do not require and will not request any sensitive details 
from you or your customers.

Figure 1: The portal home screen shows fault notifications and high level 
information like total monthly revenue and system generation.

Figure 2: Shows detailed project information like ROI and system age.

9Current Running Projects

$2,740.50 31 13,702.5 kWh

Whittington Project

Investment: $80,000
Customers: 5
Status: Functioning

Investment: $120,000
Customers: 8
Status: Panel fault identified

Investment: $90,000
Customers: 18
Status: Functioning

Ringwood Project Smith Solar Project

Payment accrued this month The number of participants Total Solar Output this month
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Allume Energy Ltd.
info@allumeenergy.com
+61 394 270 005

For more information, please visit: 
www.allumeenergy.com.au


